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Naren Shaam
CEO (Chief Executive Officer)

“Though the internet has centralised information to make our lives easier,
allowing consumers to make informed choices about everything from
pensions to insurance, schools to healthcare, journey planning has lagged
behind, seeming to stall with the boom in flight comparison websites. I
realised there was far more involved in planning a journey – whether for
business or pleasure – than getting from one airport to another, and created
GoEuro to reflect the need for full information, for all transport types, to
help people get from their real A to B…and back again.”
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Malte Cherdron
COO (Chief Operations Officer)

“Europe is one of the best places in the world for travellers. We’ve got great destinations to
visit, distances are manageable, the infrastructure just works, and on many routes there is
head-on competition between rail, bus and air operators. The only challenge is the lack of
transparency. The European travel market is very fragmented, and it’s still a collection of
national markets rather than a pan-European one, so finding your best options is difficult
enough for locals, let alone for international travellers. GoEuro’s single, unified platform
makes rail, bus and air travel throughout Europe a lot easier for both locals and tourists.”
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In his spare time, he loves travelling around Europe. He
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He was also Managing Director at Moviepilot, a
German/US movie information startup, from 2010-13.
There he was in charge of the German business that
was later sold to Webedia.
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Kacper Nowicki
CTO (Chief Technology Officer)

“GoEuro has an impressive business model and made great progress with
its product since it was launched in 2013. I am looking forward to solving a
problem of providing best answers for people searching for transportation
connections. Finding the best routes for our users is difficult, we serve about
50 time more stations in Europe than there are airports. I look forward to
bringing engineering-driven culture to GoEuro, data driven decision making
and speed of execution, Google-style.”
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CSO (Chief Strategy Officer)

“GoEuro is a new breed of multi-mode travel search engine that gives
consumers an all-inclusive solution for travel. We have a solid road-map
to become the quintessential European transport tool, and we expect
this to have a big effect on the current e-travel landscape.”
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